Cavalier fuel pump

If you have a full tank of gasoline and your Cavalier just stops running, you could have an issue
with the fuel system. Most of the fuel system problems come from the fuel pump located in the
gas tank of the Cavalier, but it can be a fuel filter as well. You can troubleshoot the fuel system
on the Cavalier with a few tools right at home and save yourself the cost of taking it in to the
auto shop. Pop up the hood on your Cavalier and set the parking brake. Locate the fuel line that
enters the injector system. You will find the line on the top of the engine. You can follow the line
back under the car and see it continues back to the fuel tank if you have trouble locating it.
Remove the fuel line from the injector unit with the pliers by squeezing the clamp and pulling
the clamp back on the line. Have your small container there to catch any fuel. Have your friend
turn on the key and notice if fuel starts to flow. Have your friend turn off the key quickly. If you
did not have fuel flow, then move on to the next step. Place two wood blocks at the left rear tire.
You will place one block in front, and one behind the tire. This will keep the car from rolling.
Jack up the passenger rear tire with the floor jack by positioning the jack under the frame and
pumping. Once the passenger rear side of the car is high enough to slide under, place the jack
stand under the frame to hold the car in position. Slide under the car on the passenger rear and
find the fuel filter. The fuel filter is located in the fuel line under the passenger side of the
Cavalier. Remove the fuel filter connection on the front side of the filter by pulling back the clip
on the line with your hand. The front side of the filter is the side closer to the engine. Have your
friend turn the key on and off again quickly. Notice if any fuel flows out the filter. If no fuel flows
out, then you have an issue with the fuel pump or the fuel filter. Remove the other side of the
filter clip and remove the filter completely. Have your friend turn the key on and off again. If fuel
still does not flow, then you will need to replace the fuel pump unit in the fuel tank. If fuel flows
through the line, then you need to replace the fuel filter. Katie B. Marsh is a self-published
author, article writer, screenwriter, and inventor. After graduating from South Coast College of
Court Reporting, she worked as a congressional and freelance court reporter for eight years.
She began her writing career in Her content may be found on amazon. She completed her first
screenplay in October Step 1 Pop up the hood on your Cavalier and set the parking brake. Step
2 Remove the fuel line from the injector unit with the pliers by squeezing the clamp and pulling
the clamp back on the line. Step 3 Have your friend turn on the key and notice if fuel starts to
flow. Step 4 Place two wood blocks at the left rear tire. Step 5 Jack up the passenger rear tire
with the floor jack by positioning the jack under the frame and pumping. Step 6 Slide under the
car on the passenger rear and find the fuel filter. Search your problem. More specific problems:.
Top problems. Fuel pump cant hear kick on Chevrolet Cavalier 2. Fuel pump Sensors Relays. I
bought a new fuel pump and a new fuel relay sensor plugged everything back up on fuel pump
and I still can't hear my fuel pump kick on what could it be? Comment Same issue here. Fuel
pump not getting enough fuel want to check out voltage to pump. Fuel pump. No fuel everynow
and then you hear pump come on but car only runs for a few seconds. Stells after warmed up
Solved Chevrolet Cavalier 2 dr. Start the car up when it's cold and runs fine. Gets up to
operating temperature and stalls. Tried starting turns over but won't run. Let it cool down for a
half an hour will run after starting. Checked coil packs when cold there's spark. Check them
after the car stalls out no spark. Replaced coil packs does the same thing. What could it be. It
gets fuel cause you can hear the fuel pump running when you turn the key. Any insight would
be appreciated. Thank you. Best answer according to Mook. If anyone out there has this
problem. Check for spark if there's no spark then check again after it cools down. If there is
spark after cooldown it's the ignition control module behind the coil packs which are mounted
onto. Engine Fuel pump Battery Won't start Starting. Hello, I have a Cavalier , 2. The fuel pump
and the damaged battery were changed and now it does not start no matter what you do. It
seems as though the battery was disconnected. What can be happening? You should check
your battery's connections. It would be advisable to know whether the starter has something to
do with your problem, and you can check this by creating a direct link between the battery's
positive wire to the solenoid and seeing if it starts or not. Fuel pump Tire pressure sensor
Oxygen sensor Stalls. Hi everyone, I have a Cavalier 96, 2. Since the day I bought it, I've been
having starting problems. And even worse, sometimes once you finally made it start working,
you need to accelerate it continuously or either it stalls. The fuel pump has already been
checked and I've been adviced to change the TPS and oxygen sensors. What do you think? Fuel
pump Won't start Stalls Starting. When you turn it over it will start but it dies right away. When
you go to try it again it won't start. It has a new useds fuel pump with only a week and a half of
minimal driving on it. Electrical Chevrolet Cavalier Coup 2. Fuel pump Fuses. No power to fuel
pump fuses and a few other fuses car cranks. But won't. Crank, no start, no fuel pressure
Chevrolet Cavalier Base. Battery Fuel pump relay. New parts: battery, fuel pump assembly and
filter, fuel pump relay. No pressure at the fuel rail, have spark. No codes. Problems with a
Cavalier? Share them. I solved my problem or question. Crea tu usuario en el sitio. Do you like

StartMyCar? Follow us on Facebook. Log in Sign up. Did you find the website helpful? Browse
site version for:. Help Privacy Terms Feedback Publish with us. Submit comment. Submit
comment Cancel. Submit reply. Submit reply Cancel. The fuel pump on a car pumps the fuel up
to the car's engine where it is taken to the fuel injection system. From here, the fuel goes
through a series of steps to make your car run. When a car fuel pump needs replacing, it can be
a difficult task. Here are a few pointers to help you get through the process of replacing the fuel
pump on your car. Park your vehicle on a level parking space, and disconnect the positive
terminal of the car battery. You do this by using a wrench to loosen the battery terminal bolt.
Siphon the gas tank. To do this, open the gas tank door and insert the siphon into the gas tank.
Place the other end of the siphon into a gas can. You can purchase siphons at any auto parts
store. Be sure to follow the directions that come with your siphon. Make sure the gas can is big
enough to hold the amount of gas that is in your car, because once the siphoning process
starts it will not stop. Back your car up onto two mechanic's ramps. This will allow you to get
under the car comfortably so you can pull the fuel pump. Lay down on a crawler facing up and
roll underneath the back of the car until you reach the gas tank. The tank will be a large, black
plastic tub located underneath the backseat of the car. Locate the two metal straps that hold the
gas tank up and trace these back to where they are bolted to the car. Use a socket wrench with
an extension to remove the bolts. The gas tank will start to fall as you remove the bolts. Since it
is empty is should be light enough to set on the floor or on your chest if the tank won't reach
the floor because of wires. Disconnect the fuel lines and wire harness by pushing the white
buttons on the fuel lines and wire harness. Remove all the bolts that are holding the fuel pump
to the gas tank. You will know it is the fuel pump because the top of the pump will be a cylinder
with two tubes coming out of it. Gently free the fuel pump from the fuel tank, being careful not
to allow any debris to fall into your gas tank. Hold up the gas pump and on the end is a sock
that needs to drain. Place pump out of the way. Clean the hole in the gas tank, scraping the
edges to remove debris. Take the new fuel pump and place it in the hole where the old pump
was. Bolt the new pump into place on the gas tank. Slide the tank underneath the car and
position it where it should go. Reconnect the wire harness and two fuel lines. Place a jack
underneath one side of the fuel tank and go to the other side of the fuel tank to tighten the metal
straps and insert bolts. Tighten all bolts at the fuel tank. You can add the fuel you took out of
the fuel tank earlier and pour it back into your car using the canister. Reconnect the positive
battery terminal and drive off the ramps. Avoid injury by using precaution when disconnecting
the positive terminal of the car's battery. Working underneath a car is dangerous, so use as
many safety precautions as you can. Ramps are usually a safer alternative to jack stands. I'm an
experienced teacher with a degree in Multidisciplinary Studies-Human Learning. I've worked
with various grade levels at different educational facilities. My expertise includes: lesson
planning, curriculum development, child development, educational practices and parent
involvement. Items you will need Level parking space Wrench Siphon Fuel canister for short
storage Mechanic's ramps Crawler Socket wrench and extension New fuel pump. Tips Have
shop rags handy for when your hands get dirty. Warnings Avoid injury by using precaution
when disconnecting the positive terminal of the car's battery. Your question might be answered
by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you
are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Our electronic fuel pumps are
designed with top of the line components giving our pumps a long life and better performance
than any of our competitors. We use OEM quality materials featuring superior metals and
improved components. We also excel at developmental projects for the unique needs of our
customers. Tips: Always keep enough fuel in the tank for the pump to be submerged in gas;
Fuel comes through filter to the Tubine Impeller. So if the fuel contains too much impurities, it
can block the filter and damage the Tubine Impeller. So please replace the Filter on a regular
basis and always use high quality gasoline. Skip to main content. Buy new:. Ships from:
Amazon. Sold by: Auto Parts Depot. You can return the item for any reason in new and unused
condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to
your orders and start the return Select the return method Ship it! Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb
27 Order within 5 hrs and 54 mins Details. Only 19 left in stock - order soon. Add to Cart. Secure
transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our
payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. To hide it,
choose Ship in Amazon Packaging at Checkout. Ships from. Sold by. Auto Parts Depot. Fuel
Pump FPM for Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Save with Used - Like New. Sold by: Amazon
Warehouse. Item will come in original packaging. Packaging will be damaged. See more. Fastest
delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 3 hrs and 54 mins Details. Only 3 left in stock - order
soon. Sold by Amazon Warehouse and Fulfilled by Amazon. About this item This fits your.
Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. These items are shipped

from and sold by different sellers. Show details. FREE Shipping. Ships from and sold by
Amazon. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1.
Previous page. Next page. Featured items you may like. Compare with similar items. Register a
free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please
try your search again later. Product information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us
about a lower price? Customers who bought this item also bought. See questions and answers.
Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how
recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to
verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent
Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right
now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. If I ever need one again I will definitely be coming
back here to this seller via Amazon. Thank you so much. I do not know if this is a amazon
problem or seller problem but I'm leaning towards amazon on this one. The fuel pump I received
was incorrect; it had no hoses pre-attached and a short evap nipple that factory quick connect
would not work on unlike the pictures in the description, the tank gasket was also incorrect and
I had to reuse my old one. I paid extra money to have my fuel pump sent overnight after my 05
cavalier died on me coming home the night before. I am a auto technician and diagnosed the
problem that night. I got by with the hit the fuel pump through the fuel tank trick to get the car
home and then again six times to get the car to the shop where my tools are. I received the
pump promptly but when I took my hour lunch to drop the tank and put it in I realized it was
incorrect but I was SOL at that point with no way to get home. I rigged the pump by cutting the
plastic hoses from the factory pump and fabricating connections for them work for now. I do not
know how long that will last with psi running through the pressure side or if I'll get an evap CEL
soon due to reusing the old tank gasket. It took 3. I will change my stars to five if amazon or
auto parts depot can supply me with the proper quick connect hoses to connect or the correct
pump in a very timely manner as this my transportation to get to work. By T B on September 18,
Images in this review. Wiring required. Used to replace fuel pump in my sisters 04 chevy
cavalier in a cvs parking lot by myself, was much harder getting old one out than new one in,
basic knowledge of wiring and a decent pair of crimpers n strippers needed, just match the
large black wire to the large black wire and the small to the small as one side has no white
stripe so you have to identify the wires by size. It is inexpensive and the quality of materials
reflects that but I knew that before the purchase and it's for a Cavalier so I'm not expecting the
car to last much longer. I would buy water proof butt connectors for the wires you're going to
have to crimp because they sit on top of the tank and will corrode. It was a great fit and works
well. I used the old rubber gasket because the new one seemed a little too big. Good Luck! One
person found this helpful. Buy but be sure to take a snapshot of the serial number engraved on
the side prior to installing and don mount the tank until you check to see if the fuel gauge is
reading correctly. Mine did not for my Pontiac Grand AM. Support was actually helpful and
replaced it with no hassle, just know they will want to verify the purchase. Terrable product.
Spend a couple extra bucks and save yourself the headacheof having to replace it again in the
next year or two.. So barely over a year after purchasing it, i just got stranded at p. I purchased
this twice. The first unit had intermittent problems after 2 months and stopped working after 5. I
purchased the second unit at the 2 month mark. When I installed it after the first unit completely
failed, it lasted less than a week. Avoid this manufacturer. Perfect fit on '00 cavalier.
Pain-in-the-az to replace but YouTube helped with the process. Still a pain though. See all
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go to DriveMotive fuel pumps deliver the right amount of fuel for all loads and speeds. Built to
last and engineered for clean, consistent flow, DriveMotive fuel pumps are ready to restore
smooth performance and superior efficiency to your en Great fit, efficient performance, and
robust style are the defining characteristics of Airtex's original equipment equivalent fuel pump.
This replacement item is thoroughly patterned after to work like the ge We've Made a Site
Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account.
Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Fuel Pump part.
Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Recommended Use. Fuel Sending Unit Included. Product Fit.
Shop Chevrolet Cavalier Fuel Pump. Showing 1 - 8 of 8 results. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core
Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: H Universal Fit. Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 8 of 8 results.
Featured Brands. Holley Fuel Pump Manufacturer Reviews Questions, Answers. When picking a
reliable brand name for your intake system's fuel pump, trust Airtex. May 25, As advertised.
Perfect fit, works great! Jimmy C. Purchased on Mar 08, May 19, Delivery fast. It arrived on time
but haven't been able to use it bc the catalytic converter has been stolen and need to get that
part and the pipe its connected too. Lanadia Smith. Purchased on May 04, Jul 03, Thanks to A.
Purchased on Apr 04, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. It can be a stand-alone
module or a computer integrated into the PCM. Automotive professionals break down no-start
situations into two separate categories: crank-no-start and no-crank-no-start. Consult the
factory information for repair instructions and recommended safety procedures. Other issues
can mimic a faulty fuel pump. Perform a thorough diagnosis to ensure the pump is the problem
before replacing it. Part 1: Check whether the problem is fuel-related. Contact Us. Phone
Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California
Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. For more information go to Made in some of
the industry's most sophisticated facilities and backed by years of OE expertise, Delphi OE
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e for your intake system's fuel pump, trust Airtex. Since , Bosch has developed innovative
productsâ€”in Jun 11, Delphi Fuel Pump. I've found out the hard way, that you have to use
quality, name brand pumps or you'll be doing the job over again, Delphi makes good products
and they fit like they are supposed to and work right. Purchased on Mar 03, Helpful Automotive
Resources. It can be a stand-alone module or a computer integrated into the PCM. Automotive
professionals break down no-start situations into two separate categories: crank-no-start and
no-crank-no-start. Consult the factory information for repair instructions and recommended
safety procedures. Other issues can mimic a faulty fuel pump. Perform a thorough diagnosis to
ensure the pump is the problem before replacing it. Part 1: Check whether the problem is
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